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DISLOCATION VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS*
T. Vreeland, Jr.
W. M. Keck Laboratory of Engineering Materials
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena
Measurement of dislocation velocities requires the use of many of
the techniques described in the foregoing chapters.

In addition, special

systems for applying controlled, short-duration velocities in excess of
several rom/sec.

The application of these techniques to the measurement

of dislocation velocity is the subject of this chapter.
I.

The Significance of Dislocation Velocity
The velocity of dislocations in crystals is of interest because of

the direct dependence of plastic strain rate on dislocation velocity.
This dependence is due to the fact that dislocation motion results in
plastic deformation as expressed by the relation
( 1)

?/p = Ab/V "' A0 b
where

~
p

is the plastic shear strain resulting from dislocations of

strength b, sweeping out a total slip plane area of A in a crystal of
volume V (A
cations).

o

is then the area per unit volume swept out by the dislo-

Equation 1 relates a macroscipic quantity (plastic shear

strain) to the microscopic dislocation parameters A0 and b for the case
of simple shear.

More complex expressions may be obtained relating the

macroscopic quantities of lattice curvature and twist to the microscopic
* Portions of the work reported herein were supported by the U.
Energy Commission under Contract No. AT(04-3)-473.
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dislocation parameters.

Differentiation of these expressions with respect

to time gives the rate of plastic deformation, and for simple shear ·tre find

i'

-P

where v ie the

ve~ooity

of an

Ab

==

= .J'vdl

e~ement d~

integral is taken over all of the

(2)

'J'

o

of

dis~ocations

in a unit volume.

replace the integral in equation 2 by the average velocity
length of dislocation line per unit
relation

•

4' p

and the

die~ocation ~ine,

volume~ th~re

v times

If we
the

results the well-known

=robv
-

(3)

The length of dislocation per unit volume, or dislocation density, can
be taken to be the total length per unit
somewhat easier to describe

v if

volume~t'

but it is generally

we take~ to be the density of moving

dislocations,fOm·
The essential assumptions used in relating the plastic strain rate
to the product of moving dislocation density and average dislocation
velocity are:
1)

Plastic flow occurs by the motion of dislocations, and

2)

The dislocation motion occurs in such a manner that an average
value of dislocation velocity exists.

Equation 3, which relates the macroscopic shear strain rate to the
dislocation density, dislocation strength, and dislocation velocity, may
be extended to the case wherein slip on different slip systems is occurring
simultaneously to produce plastic extension or contraction.

The contri-

bution to the total deformation rate from slip on a given slip system is
proportional to the product of the moving

dis~ocation

density, the dislo-

cation strength, and the average dislocation velocity . on
that
. system.
• .• .
t":: . •
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materials which deform inhomogeneously by the

fo~mation

and growth of

slip bands, the rate of slip band growth, the nutnber of bands, and the
I

dislocation density in the bands determine the

~~croscopic

strain rai.e.

Gi1man haa pointed out that the description of p1aatic deformation in
terms of dislocation mechanics represents a significant advance over
classical plasticity theory.

1

When the parameters

v and~

can be des-

cribed as functions of the applied stress and the instantaneous strain,
the macroscopic plastic strain rates can then be related to the macroscopic stress and strain.

This relation permits the response of the

crystal to be predicted for any load-time history, or alternately, it
permits calculation of the loads required to deform a crystal on a given
path of strain vs. time.
Application of the dislocation fynamics description of plastic defermation has been made to predict the 1 dynamic stress-strain response of a
2
3
crystal, to describe transient creep behavior, and to explain some
observations in high velocity impact experiments, 4 none of which could
be adequately predicted by the classical plasticity theories.
In addition to providing information useful for the prediction of
material behavior, measurement of dislocation velocity gives us some
direct information which relates to the dynamic interactions of the
moving dislocations

~th

the crystal lattice, with other dislocations,

and with other crystal defects.

For these reasons, the measurement of

dislocation velocity or dislocation mobility has been undertaken by a
number of investigators.

. ..
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II.

Some Variables which Affect the Dislocation Velocity
A.

The Inertia of a Dislocation
F. C. Frank5 has shown that the total energy per unit length

of a straight •arew disloaation movins at a uniform veloaity v in an
isotropic continuum is given by
U = U

(1 -

0

v2 /c 2 )-l/2

(4)

where U is the energy of the stationary dislocation and c is the shear
0

wave velocity.

The t otal energy is seen to approach infinity as v

approaches c, analogous to the way in which the energy of a particle
approaches infinity as its velocity approaches the speed of light.

The

shear wave velocity should then be an upper limit for the velocity of a
screw dislocation, and this is also true in a discreet lattice according
to Thompson.

6

At velocities much less than c, the total energy per unit length of
dislocation may be written as
( 5)

The last term in equation 5 represents the kinetic energy, and from it,
we deduce that the effective mass per unit length of .dislocation is
U

0

/

c2

•

With U ~ Gb2 and c2

=

0

Gfrna where G is the shear modulus, and m

0

is the mass density, the mass per unit length of dislocation is
U

0

/c2 --

m0 b 2

(6)

This is equivalent to the mass of a unit length of a cylinder of
material w1 th a diameter of the order of b.

- • .-· . ·r-t .. ~ ..
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Eshelby7 has shown that the total energy of edge dislocations
increases in a similar manner as their velocity approaches that of
shear waves, and the equivalent mass of an edge oriented dislocation
ia then of the order of m0 b 2

•

If no energy diaaipation oacura •• a ·

dislocation moves through a crystal, very high dislocation accelerations
would result f'rom application of stresses equal to the flow stress of
the so:rtest crystals.

The small mass per unit length of the disloca-

tion gives rise to appreciable inertia forces only at very large
accelerations.

For example, at a constant stress of

5 gm/mm2 , the

acceleration of a dislocation in copper would be of the order of 1012
3
cm/sec2 , and a velocity of 10 em/sec would be reached in 1 nsec with
only inertia forces limiting its velocity.

Experimental observations

of dislocation motion over distances large compared to b have shown
that there is a rapid acceleration to a terminal velocity under constant
stress.

The acceleration is too rapid to measure by use of currently

available techniques, so we may conclude that inertia forces are relatively unimportant in limiting the dislocation velocity.

The terminal

velocity is a fUnction of stress, and it has been observed to approach
c at high stress in some crystals as will be shown in section
B.

rv.

Other Variables
The terminal velocity of a dislocation is reached when the

driving force due to the applied stress is balanced by forces opposing
the motion of the di slocation.

The forces opposing the motion of the

dislocation can come from the lattice itself, or f'rom imperfections in
the lattice.
I'> ·.·.•
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~actors

All

which

in~uence

by slip must do so by their
on the density

o~

the strain rate oP. a crystal deforming

in~uence

on the dislocation velocity and

moving dislocations.

It has been mentioned that the

dislocation velooity is a tunotion or streae.
are

o~

importance are;

crystal structure and bonding, temperature,

impurity and other point

de~ect

concentration and

dislocation density and distribution.
o~

dislocation line can also be

orientation

o~

Other variables Whiah

distribution~

The velocity

in~uenced

o~

and

a given segment

by such variables as the

the line with respect to the Burgers vector, the path of

the segment (glissile vs. climb motion), and details of the dislocation
core such as its width and its possible dissociation into partial dislocations.

OUr present understaruiing of the

e~fect

o~

these variables

does not permit quant itative prediction

o~

even the relative importance

o~

the variables is unknown.

situation indicates the need

~or

many

o~

the dislocation velocity and

measurements

under conditions wherein the variables which

o~

This

dislocation velocity

a~~ect

the velocity are

carefUlly controlled .

III.

Considerations in the Direct Measurement
A.

SUitable Techniques
1.

o~

o~

Dislocation Velocity

Dislocation Observations

Continuous Observation
The ideal method

o~

obtaining dislocation velocities would

be to continuously observe the dislocation positions as a fUnction

o~

time

while systematically changing the variables to quantitatively determine
their

e~~ect.

The techniques available

~or

dislocation observation
. • ; .

•

· t· ~

0 .

~••
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limit our ability to employ such an ideal method.

While the electron

microscope permits continuous observation of moving dislocations in
thin films, the velocities which can be observed are limited to low
value•,

an~

the

~eaire~

difficult to achieve.

control o£ many · o£ the variable• ie

excee~ingly

However, pertinent observations pertaining to

dislocation motion may be made due to the relatively high resolution
obtainable, and the ease with which the Burgers vector of a dislocation
can be determined.

In experiments wherein a specimen is strained in

the microscope, it is possible to observe whether the motion is continuous
(within the limits of resolution obtainable) or intermittent.

Obstacles

such as precipitates or dislocation interactions which tend to decrease

v can

often be recognized because the motion is OQserved continuously.

Quantitative dislocation velocity measurements in the electron microscope
must await development of means for controlling the stress in the thin,
electron transparent films.
Continuous observation of arrays of moving dislocations have been
made.

For example, measurements of the velocity of LUder's bands, 8 twins,9

and small angle grain boundaries 10111 were made before measurements of
the velocity of individual dislocations.

The stress concentrations

associated with LUder's bands and twins make

it difficult to deduce

individual dislocation velocities as a fUnction of stress from these
measurements, and the behavior of small angle boundaries is considerably
different from the behavior of isolated dislocations. Observation of
thermal etching of slowly moving dislocations12 indicates that under

\'•

•

·. '··
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special conditions, low velocity dislocations may be continuously
observed by etching.

This technique has not been employed

~or

quanti-

tative dislocation velocity measurements.
2.

Intermi ttent Obaervatione
a.

General Considerations
Wht le observational techniques suitable only to sta-

tionary dislocations do not permit a truly direct determination

o~

dis-

location velocity, these techniques can be used to deduce average dislocation velocity under carefully controlled conditions.
positions

be~ore

and

a~er

application

o~

When the dislocation

a controlled stress to the

crystal are used together with the stress duration to deduce average
dislocation

(1)
o~

the following considerat i ons become important:

velociti~s,

The possibility of losing a one-to-one correspondence

dislocation positions before and

a~er

the controlled stressing.

This

consideration places a limitation on the dislocation displacement that can
be measured, a limit which is generally equal to the initial dislocation
spacing, or the dian\eter of the subgrains, but i n special cases it may be
the specimen dimensj ons.

This is turn places an upper limit on the dura-

tion of the applied stress for a given average dislocation velocity.

The

strain (or dislocation density) dependence of dislocation velocity is
therefore very diff1cult to measure directly and dislocation velocities
in plastically deformed crystals with high dislocation densities have
not been measured due to this limitation.
(2 )

The possibility of dislocation motion due to

handling stresses, thermal stresses, or relaxation

o~

internal stresses
#

..

.. .

•

'\':0: ..· ~ ...

u
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before or after application of the controlled stress.

This consideration

dictates considerable care in the handling of sof t crystals, but it may
also limit the methods of dislocation observation that can be employed
for a given crystal.
(3)

The need to apply a controlled stress vs. time

history so that the stress dependence can be deduced.

This consideration

will be discussed in section II B.
b.

Use of the Etch Pit Technique
The etch pit technique has been widely used for

dislocation velocity measurements.

Its principle advantages are that it

does not require complex equipment, it can be applied to large as well as
small crystal specimens, and it does not generally require sectioning of
the specimen.

Many dislocation etches are only effective on surfaces

oriented within a few degrees of a low index crystallographic plane.
This places a condition on the geometry and orientation of the test
specimens in addition to those conditions imposed by the loading system
and the slip system under study.

Examples of the successful application

of orientation sensitive dislocation etches to the measurement of dislocation velocity are given in section IV.
which reveals the

p 1~ evious

The "double etch" technique

as well as present dislocation positions is

of particulat help in determination of the displacement of individual
dislocations.
Slip band growth may be observed intermittently by dislocation etching.
Such measurements are of importance because the rate of slip band growth
is directly related to the macroscipic strain rate as indicated in

-10-

section I.

Interpretation of these measurements in terms of the stress

dependence of isolated dislocations is complicated by the stress concentration at the head of the slip band.

The

deform~tion

pattern associated

with the el1p bande 1e sufficiently dietinct to be seen in oryatala of
relatively high dislocation density.

Such measurements can be made under

conditions where the velocity of isolated dislocations cannot be obtained.
Etching in depth, to determine the shape of slip bands, will show the
relative rates of motion of dislocations of different orientation.

Differ-

ences in the velocity of edge and screw oriented dislocations can be
observed · in this manner. 13
Dislocation etches for some materials require that impurities be
concentrated at the dislocation sttes.

When the dislocations in these

materials are displaced at velocities greater than that of the impurity
drift, an aging trea t ment must be used to allow the impurities to segregate to the "fresh" nr displaced dislocations before their positions can
be determined by etching.

It must be demonstrated that the aging treat-

ments do not permit significant dislocation rearrangement before the technique is applied to dislocation velocity measurements.
The impurities in the lattice will in general influence the dislocation velocity, and i n some cases impurities segregated to the dislocations
vil.J. make them irmnob J..J.e at stresses where disl.oc£>.tions :f'ree o:r segregu.ted
impurities can move.

Intentional sur:race damage may then be used to

produce fresh dislocations, and the velocity measurements made before
sufficient impurities can segregate to these dislocations to immobilize
them.
. • .

I'" ·..''·

.

.
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One disadvantage of the etch pit technique is that the dislocation
orientation cannot in general be determined from observation of an et c hed
surface (etching in depth is required, and the possibility of climb or
glide during the etching must be considered).
c.

Use of X-Ray Micrography
The Berg-Barrett X- ray micrography technique (surface

reflection) permits dislocation positions to be determined when the
dislocations lie within several microns of the surface.

Stringent require-

ments are placed on the orientation of the crystal with respect to the Xray beam in order to obtain good resolution with this technique.

When

the slip system under study is parallel to the observation surface,
experiments may be made at relatively high dislocation densities due to
the limited penetration depth of the X-rays.

Further, the orientation of

the dislocations with respect to their Burgers vector may be readily
determined.

It is difficult to apply large shear stresses on a slip plane

parallel to and within a few microns of the surface of a crystal.

Bonding

agents strong enough to transmit shear stresses of sufficient magnitudes
to produce appreciable dislocation velocities exist for soft crystals,
and an example of their use is given in section IV.

Sectioning of

relatively hard crystals to reveal a slip surface, followed by polishi ng
to remove the cutting damage, may permit a study of dislocation motion
from surface sources.

The relatively long exposure times required to

obtain the X-ray micrograph may be a limiting factor im some materials.
An example of the use of the Berg-Barrett technique in dislocation velocity
measurements is described in section IV.

-12-

The Lang and Borrmann techniques (X-ray transmission through the
crystal) permit dislocations to be observed in thin crystals of low dislocation density.

An example of the use of the Lang technique in dislocation

velocity measurement is given in section IV.
B. Application of Controlled Stresses
1.

The Stress State
The glide force per unit length of dislocation which acts

perpendicular to the dislocation line is equal to T b where T
r

r

is the

resolved shear stress on the glide plane in the direction of the Burgers
vector of the dislocation.

The glide force is affected by internal stresses

as well as the stresses resulting from applied loads.

If the dislocation

velocity is not linearly dependent on T , internal stresses which have a
r

mean value equal to zero affect the average dislocation velocity under a
constant applied stress,

14 so that v is a function of both the internal

stress and the applied stress.
A uniaxial state of stress is relatively easy to apply by tension,
compression, or pure bending of prismatic rods (four point bending).

The

simplicity of this stress state and the relative ease of its control make
it the first state to consider for dislocation velocity measurements.
specimen orientation with respect to the stress axis then governs the
relative magnitude of the applied resolved shear stress on the various
slLp systems.

The applied resolved shear stress is given by
(T )

r a

=

cr sin X cos
o

where cr is the uniaxial stress,
X0 is the complement of the angle between the normal to the slip
plane and the stress axis, and
is the angle between the Burgers vector and the stress axis.
(sin X cos is the Schmid factor for the slip system).
0

The
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Examples of the crystal orientation with respect to the uniaxial stress
used by a number of investigators are given in

se~tion

IV.

A uniaxial stress is obtained on the top and bottom surfaces of a
simply

uup~orted

beam of rectangular oross aeotion loaded at ita oenter

(three point bending).

The gradient inJJ along the length of the beam

is advantageous, as a single loading will produce stresses which vary
linearly from zero at the supports to a maximum under the load.

When

the plastic strains produced by dislocation motion are small compared
to the elastic strains, the elementary stress solutions for elastic
beams can be used to relate

or to

the beam dimensions and the applied

load.
Another relatively simple state of stress usefUl for making measurements of dislocation ·velocity is that of pure shear.

Torsion of a

cylinder that has a twofold axis of crystallographic symmetry (or its
equivalent) produces a state of pure shear.

A system for the dynamic

application of torsion is described in section 6, below.
Crystals in the form of plates or beams may be stressed by deforming
them to known radii of curvature. · The resulting elastic stresses can be
calculated from anisot ropic elasticity theory. 1 5

This stressing method

appears usefUl for long duration tests.
2.

The Application of Stress Pulses Using Conventional
Loading Systems
A rectangular stress pulse of controlled stress amplitude

and duration is optimum for determination of dislocation velocity when
dislocation positions before and after application of the stress pulse
··'

. • ,.· ·..

· t' ~

.. ·.•.

,
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are determined.

When the rise

an~

fall times of the stress are small

compared to the duration of the pulse, the average dislocation velocity
associated with the

~nown

stress amplitude of the pulse is obtained.

When the stress amplitude is not constant, determination o£ the stress
dependence of dislocation velocity is considerably more complicated.
Essentially rectangular stress pulses of duration greater than about
10 sec can be applied using manual control in conventional testing
equipment.

Velocities up to about 10 -1 emI sec can then be determined

if dislocation

displ~cements

of the order of 1 em occur.

Stress over-

shoot is difficult to prevent when rise times less than 1 sec are
achieved using manual control.

Closed-loop feedback control of the

application of stress in commerc:1.a11y available screw driven or hydraulic
loading systems permits rise times of the order of 0.1 sec to be achieved
without overshoot, so velocities up to approximately one em/sec can be
measured.

The inertia, characteristic of the loading systems of these

testing machines, prevents appreciably faster rise times without overshoot.
5.

Special Rapid Loading Systems
Special loading means for more ·rapid application of stress

may be divided into two categories according to whether or not they employ
propagating wave fronts in the specimen.

Stress pulses obtained by the

passage of wave frorr!;s through the crystal are di scussed in the next
section.

When the rise time of the stress pulse is large compared to the

time for stress waves to traverse the specimen, the stress will be in
phase with the applied loads.

Excitation of stress waves or of normal

modes of vibration of the specimen is then avoided.

A single rectangular
. • ..

·r> ·. ·.•

0
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stress pulse can be applied to a crystal when the rise time of the pulse
is a small fraction of the period associated with its lowest normal mode
of vibration (typically one tenth or less).

The periods of the fUndamental

bending modes of a specimen are larger than those of

th~

longitudinal

modes, so that shorter rise times can be tolerated in tension or compression than in bending.
Special loading systems have been designed to rapidly apply a load
to a specimen without appreciable overshoot.

This is achieved by pro-

viding for the appropriate amount of damping, as dictated by the spring
rate and inertia of the specimen and loading system.

Johnston and

Giltdan employed a four point bending jig loaded with a magnetic pulsing
I

machine to produce short duration stress pulses. 16
schematically in Fig . la.

This machine is shown

A large electromagnet with a small, oil damped

coil mounted in the magnetic gap produces a stress pulse such as that
shown in Fig. lb, when a square current pulse is passed through the coil.
A rapid loading system which applies stress pulses as short as 17 msec
in duration, with a rise time of 2 msec is currently being used in
· dislocation velocity studies at the California Institute of Technology.
This system is patter ned after the pneumatic-hydraulic machine described
by Clark and Wood. 1 7 Dislocation velocities up to approximately 50 em/sec
can be measured using this system when dislocation displacements of about
1 em are produced.

4.

Stress Pulses and Propagating Waves
Stress pulses of sufficiently short duration for use in
\

the measurement of near-sonic dislocation velocities are obtained by the

t
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use of propagating waves.

Systems which employ impact, the sudden

release of elastic energy, and the detonation of an explosive to
generate the stress
A

~ectangalar

wave~

are discussed belov.

etreee pulse 1• obtained by the paeease of an

e~aetio

loading wave of constant stress amplitude through a specimen, followed
by an unloading wave.

Non-dispersive wave fronts are desirable for

the generation of stress pulses.

They maY be generated and measured

in elastic bars and then passed through a test crystal, or they may be
generated in the crystal itself.

When the wave fronts are passed through

interfaces between an elastic bar and the crystal, wave reflections must
be avoided or elastic waves will be trapped in the crystal, and a single
stress pulse cannot be obtained.

Wave reflections can be avoided ,if

the specimen remains essentially elastic, and the acoustic impedance
of the specimen matches that of the elastic bar. 18 An example of impedance matching for torsional waves is given below.

Non-dispersive

longitudinal waves in rods are obtained when the length of the wave
front along the bar is greater than several bar diameters.
a minimum rise time of about
for a non-dispersive wave.

5~sec

This dictates

in a steel bar one em in diameter

Shorter wave lengths excite radial vibrations

in the rod and dispersion results.

Wave dispersion can also occur due to

elastic anisotropy of the crystal.

Crystal orientations Yith respect to

the wave front should be chosen which eliminate or minimize this effect.
The dislocation displacements induced by the stress pulse must give rise
to plastic strains which are small compared to the elastic strains
assoc~ated

Yith the pulse if dispersion is to be avoided.

Thus, only a

lov density of .moving dislocations can be tolerated when ··the' ·d islocation

'
velocity is large.

(
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5.

Stress Pulses Generated by Impact
The rise time of a stress wave generated by the axial

impact of bars is a fUnction of the curvature of the impacting surfaces.
'The curvatures may be adJusted to sive a sufficiently long rise time
that the stress wave generated is non-dispersive.
Johnston and Gilman16 employed an impact of a 1 I 16 in. diameter
ball bearing on a hard steel rod to generate short compressional stress
pulses.

Figure 2a shows a schematic drawing of their system.

A

co2

pellet gun was used to fire the ball through four baffle plates which
prevented the gas blast from reaching the bar assembly consisting of a
hard steel bar, the test crystal, a thin barium titanate transducer, and
a long lead bar.

The lead bar was used to absorb the energy in the pulse

to reduce the amplitude of pulse :reflections which pass through the
specimen.

The bar assembly was glued together and supported as a ballistic

pendulum.

The shape of the stress pulse in the specimen was assumed to

correspond to that measured by the barium titanate transducer.

Measurement

of the ballistic impulse permitted the stress amplitude to be determined.
The main pulse and a smaller reflected pulse are shown in Fig. 2b.

Such

a short .duration compressional pulse in a crystal of the order of 1 em in
diameter is dispersive, and the pulse shape changes as it propagates
through the crystal..

The reflected pul.se indicates an appreciabl.e acoustic

mismatch in the bar assembly.

6.

Tor sion Stress Pulses
Pope, et. al. have described a machine for producing

single, square, torsion pulses of microsecond duration. 1 9

This machine
:r- .

'\'~ •• ~ ••

J
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generates a zero mode torsional wave front with a rise time of 2
in a 1/2 in. cylindrical, elastic rod.

~sec

Zero mode torsional waves in

elastically isotropic rods are non-dispersive.

They are also non-

dispersive in cylindrical rods of HCP crystals with an [0001] axis, and
in cubic crystals with a [100] axis.

The wave front is generated by

the sudden release of a torsional constraint on a twisted cylindrical
rod.

The wave front propagates from an isotropic elastic rod into a

specimen crystal.

The material of the elastic rod is chosen such that

its acoustic impedance for shear waves is nearly equal to that of the
test crystal.

Compensation for small differences in the acoustic

impedances can be made by choosing the rod diameters such that
(mocJ) rod 1
where J

=

(mocJ) rod 2

(8)

polar moment of inertia of the cross section. Torsional wave

fronts with a 2

~sec

rise time have been made to pass through interfaces

between cylindrical rods of titanium and aluminum, titanium and monel,
steel and copper, and steel and quartz without a measurable reflection,
when the rod diameters are adjusted such that Eq. 8 is satisfied.

The

loading wave front, after passing through the specimen crystal, is
reflected at a free surface normal to the cylindrical axis.

The

reflected wave unloads the specimen, and the duration of loading at
any point in the crystal is just the round trip travel time of the
wave front from that point to the free end.

The rod system is

constructed such that all wave fronts traveling away from the specimen
are dispersed, and the majority of their energy is dissipated so that
they do not subsequently reflect and produce appreciable stresses in the

-19-

specimen.

The torsion strain on the surface of the elastic rod is

monitored using semiconductor strain gages.

A strain vs. time record

of the passage of the loading and unloading wave fronts is shown in
Fig. 3.

Examples of the use of torsion stress pulse in dislocation

velocity measurements are given in section IV.
7.

Stress Pul s es Produced by Detonation Waves
Carlsson and Gilman employed simultaneous explosions

of lead azi4e at the two ends of a crystal bar to obtain short duration
stress pulses.

20

The elastic pulses generated by the explosions meet

and reinforce at the center of the bar to produce transient plastic
flow, and the pulse length is sufficiently short to allow near-sonic
dislocation velocities to be measured.

Ignition at the two ends was

achieved by the simultaneous exploding of tungsten wires which were in
contact with the explosives and electrically connected in parallel.

A

capacitor, discharged through the tungsten wires, provided the energy to
ignite the explosive.

The stress magnitude was varied by varying the

specimen cross sec t ion and the amount of explosive used.

A strain vs.

time record of the main pulse and a more distorted, reflected pulse is
shown in Fig. 4a.

The finite length of the strain gage would make even

a square pulse appear as shown in Fig. 4b.

Thin bars must be used in

this experiment since the minimum pulse length is limited by dispersion
of the wave.

The effect of the reflected pulses which are trapped in

the specimen can be ignored if they produce dislocation velocities which
are negligible compared to that produced by the reinforced, main pulses.

•

t
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IV.

Direct Measurements of Dislocation Velocity
A.

The Ionic Crystals, LiF and NaCl
Johnston and Gilman made the first measurements of velocities of

1n41V1du&l d11loo&t1on• 1n ary•tal~ oov•~1ns a ~ans• or twelve ord•~• or
3
magnitude in velocity. 21 Velocities between 5 x 10-7 and 10- em/sec
were produced in 2 x 6 x 35 mm specimens of LiF loaded by dead weights in
a four point bending fixture.

Velocities between 10- 3 and 10 em/sec

were produced by use of the four point bending fixture loaded by the magnetic pulsing machine shown in Fig. la.

Velocities between 10 and 5 x 10

4

em/sec were produced by the use of the impact system s~own in Fig. 2a.
Specimens were cleaved to the desired size, and chemically polished to
remove dislocations produced by the cleavage.

Small {110](1!0) half loops

were produced at the surface as depicted in Fig. 5.

A specimen containing

fresh loops was etched and subjected to a stress pulse.

The crystal was

etched again and the individual dislocation movements were measured.

At

least 40 measurement s were made to determine one average velocity point.
A considerable scatter was observed in the measurements, the standard
deviation being about 3~ of the average of the measurements.

No dislo-

cation movement as great as 1~ was observed at 600 g/~ in 105 sec; at
650 g/mm2 only about 2 or 3i of the fresh dislocations moved; at 700 g/~
about 2~ moved; and above 800 g/mmF all fresh dislocations moved during
each test.

The stres s dependence of the average dislocation velocity is

shown in Fig. 6.

At low velocities, the data follows the relation
v = (T/:ro)n

(9)
c(

. .r
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where

~

_o

is the atreus required to produce unit velocity and n is called

the mobility exponent.

The velocity of the edge oriented dislocations is

about 50 times greater than that of the screw oriented dislocations at
the lower velooitiea (the mobility exponent is nearly the aame 1 n • 25 1
butT.
_o is smaller for edge than for screw dislocations).
converge as they approach the shear wave velocity.

The curves

The dislocation dis-

placement produced by 10 pulses of 40 msec was essentially the same as
the displacement prcduced by a single 400 msec pulse of the same stress
magnitude (1 kg/mm2

).

The disloeation velocity at a fixed stress was

found to vary exponentially with 1/T (+25°C ) T ) -50°C), and the effects
of impurities, heat treatment, and neutron radiations were examined.
22
Gutamas, Nadhornyi, and Ste])anov
measured dislocation velocities
in NaCl using techn:tques similar to those of Johnston and Gilman.

A

comparison of their results for screw oriented dislocations in NaCl of
two different purities with those for LiF is shown in Fig.

7,

where the

log of dislocation velocity is plotted against the reciprocal of stress.
At high velocities the data obeys the relation
v

= v*

exp(-D/r)

(10)

where v* is the lim:l ting velocity, and D is a constant.
velocity appears to be near the shear wave velocity.

The limiting

The data for high

purity NaCl deviate from Eq . 10 at low stresses where higher velocities
are observed.

Short-range dislocation-impurity interactions are thought

to limit the dislocation mobility in the LiF and NaCl crystals. 23

Gilman

has shown that such interactions can lead to the stress dependence given

,.
. •

..

•\'> .. : •.

'
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by Eq. 10, and has suggested that impurity drif't is responsible for the
deviation from Eq. 10 observed at low velocities in NaC1.
B.

23

The Semiconductor Crystals
Chaudhuri, Patel, and ~ubin24 measured average dislocation velo-

cities in four semiconductor crystals--silicon, germanium, gallium
antimonide, and indium antimonide.

Both the temperature and stress

dependence of dislocation velocity were measured .

Specimen crystals

4.5 em long x 0.3 em wide x 0.2 em were prepared which were initially
free of dislocations with the wider face either (100) or (111).

A

scratch was made along the length of the wide face with a sapphire
stylus, and the crystal was etched to remove some of the scratch damage.
The specimens were manually loaded in three point bending.

Upon re-

etching it was observed that slip bands had moved out from the scratch.
Velocity measurements were also made on specimens loaded in compression.
The motion of dislocation loops formed by the scratch was not linear
with time in the region very close to the scratch.

Af'ter moving a

distance comparable to the scratch width the motion was linear with
time.

Dislocation motion was greatest at the loa.ding point and diminished

to zero at the specimen supports.

No orientation dependence of dislocation

velocity was found, and it was concluded that in all instances mixed
dislocations were observed.

6o•

Measurements were made over about one order

of magnitude in velocity at each temperature, in the velocity range of
10 -6 to 2 x 10-1 emI sec.

The stress dependence of dislocation velocity,

as expressed by Eq. 9, for the four materials tested at various temperatures is given in Table I.

The velocities in the semiconductor crystals
~

·;

~·~·

...

·
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are relatively insens i tive to s tress compared to the velocities in
LiF and NaCl.

TABLE I
Stress Dependence of Dislocation Velocities in
24
Semiconductor Crystals (after Chaudhuri, et. al. )
Te~erature

•c

420
440
476
500
525
550
575
600
700
600
753

Germanium

Silicon

Boo

940
450
218

Gallium antimonide
Indium antimonide

n

~~k~/J)

1.51
1.65
1.32
1.90
1.66
1.65
1.35
1.46
1.51
1.4
1.5
1.4
1.4
2.0
1.87

2480
844
1900
158
206
145
195
85
17
3500
6oo
440
112
39
42

The temperature dependence of dislocation velocity in germanium was
found to fit the expression

(11)

v = v (I) exp( -E/kT)
0-

where v (11) is a fUnction of stress, and the activation energy E is
0-

essentially independent of stress.

An activation energy between that of

the formation and motion of a vacancy was found.
Motion of dislocations from a scratch in germanium was observed by
D. Dew-Hughes.

25 Specimens with [321] and (110J axes were pulse loaded

in tension, and higher velocities were observed at the same stress level
\{''::

.. ..
·~
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in crystals that had been zone-leveled rather than tested as-pulled.
This was attributed to a higher vacancy concentration in the as-pulled
crystals.
The velocities of individual half-loops in germanium
studied by Kabler. 20

crysta~s

was

Fresh half-loops were i ntroduced by scratching

and applying stress for a short time at around 730•K.

The scratch

and most of the half-loops were then polished off, leaving a smooth
surface containing a suitable number of isolated dislocations.

The

diameters of the half-loops were always small compared to the 0.9 x 1.5
x 33 mm specimen dimensions.

Etching in depth and etching on exposed

(111) slip planes showed the half loops to be half-hexagons.

Specimens

were oriented such that the largest surfaces were (111) and the axis
was (Io1j.

The specimens were heated to the test temperature by passing

a direct current through the crystals while they were in a three point
bending fixture (test temperatures were in the intrinsic conductiVity
range).

Dead Weight loading was applied to the bending fixture for

periods ranging from 1 sec to 10 h.

Typical shapes and movements of

the half-hexagons on (11!) slip planes observed by Kabler are illustrated
in Fig. 8.

The 6o• segments gl ide fUrther at high stresses ( 10 kg/mm2

)

than do the screw oriented segments, while the reverse is true at low
stresses { 0.5 kg/~).

A velocity point was obtained by averaging

4o

to 100 individual displacement measurements and dividing by the duration
of loading (the actual dislocation velocity, normal to the dislocation.
line, isf:3/2 of the reported velocity).

It was observed that groups of

dislocations gliding together as a slip band moved up to several times as
fast as isolated dislocations of the same orientation, and this effect
. -

,• '•

·t ~

'. ·.•.
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diminished at high stress.
found with the results

o~

In view

o~

this, reasonable agreement was

Chaudhuri, et. al.

in germanium in the same range

o~

24

~or

dislocation velocities

temperature and stress.

Suzuki and Kojima2 7 emplo,yed the Lang X-ray teohnique to dete~ne
dislocation positions in thin crystals
velocity was determined at

6oo• ,

o~

700•, ·and

shear stress up to about 40 kg/rnrr?-.

[1Io]

the long edges.
the stress

~

8oo•c

Screw dislocation

as a fUnction o~ resolved

•

Crystals in the ~orm o~ small beams,

0.7 x 2.7 x 20 mm, were oriented with the
~aces and the

silicon.

[112]

normal to the side sur-

slip direction was in the side surface and at 45• to

The specimens were loaded in 3-point bending such that
at any point in the specimen was approximately constant.

When a predetermined maximum stress was reached, the specimens were rapidly
unloaded, and an X-ray photograph taken.

The loading procedure was

repeated at successively higher loads up to the macroscopic yield point
o~

the crystal.

Dislocation displacements were obtained

by measuring the growth

o~

a~er

each loading

fresh dislocation loops which generated at

undetermined sources within t he crystals (presumably impurity aggregates
which produced no observable image in the X-ray photographs).
dislocation velocity at each value

o~

The

maximum stress was calculated

using the maximum s t ress, stress rate, and displacement values from that
loading, and the values of stress and dislocation velocity obtained at
the lower-- stress levels
permits the use

o~

o~

the preceding loadings.

While this procedure

a triangular load pulse rather than a square pulse,

the cumulative nature of the calculations requires very good accuracy
in the determination

o~

stress, stress rate, and dislocation displacement

to keep the un,certai nty in dislocation velocity small. · Val\ies o~ 'r
·. . .
_o

J
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determined from these experiments agree well with the results of Chaudhuri,
et. al. 24 for 60° dislocations while the values of n were somewhat higher,
(1.85 vs. 1.4 at 800°C).
~e

observation that Slide dialocationB in the semiconductor crystals

have a strong preference to lie straight along crystallographic directions
indicates that the Peierls energy is high in these crystals.

Theoretical

treatments of dislocation glide over the Peierls barrier by the nucleation
and motion of kinks have been made and compared to the observed stress
23 28

and temperature dependence of dislocation mobility in germanium
in silicon27.

and

It is interesting to note that the limiting dislocation

velocity is not the velocity of

~hear

waves in this case.

The limiting

velocity of kinks should be equal to the shear wave velocity.
dislocation

'

velo~ity

The net

depends upon the concentration of kinks and is much

less than the kink velocity for all but exceedingly high concentrations of
kinks.
C.

The BOdy Centered Cubic Metals, Fe and W
29 ~

Stein and Low

measured the mobility of edge dislocations in

3 1/4~ silicon-iron crystals on ~110} slip planes over a velocity range
2
of 10-7 to 10- cm/s~c. Their method utilized an etching technique to
reveal the distance
of pulse loading.

·~hich

dislocations moved from a scratch as a result

Tne etching reveals dislocation-surface intersections

when carbon is segregated to the dislocations.

.'

Aging of lightly deformed

v
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specimens for 15 min at 160°C was sufficient to segregate sufficient
carbon to fresh dislocation sites.

The aging treatment does not cause

significant change s in the positions of t he dis1ocations.
30 mm x 2.5 mm x 0.8

~were

oriented aa shown l n Fig. 9.

Specimens
The crystals

were scratched on a (112) surface at. 78°K and held at that temperature
until ready for loading to prevent migration of impurities to the fresh
dislocations.

Specimens were loaded in a three point bending fixture

for times ranging from 2 sec to 2 h.
more rapid within about
beyond that distance.
were measured.

8~

The dislocation motion was much

of t he scratch (one scratch width) than

Dislocation displacements large compared to

8~

Velocities were computed by diViding the measured dis-

placement, less a correction factor

of~~

by the pulse duration.

mobility data at four temperatures is given in Table II.

The

The large

mobility exponent indicates a relatively large stress dependence for
dislocation velocity in silicon-iron.
EricksonM measured the mobility of edge dislocations on { 112} slip
planes of silicon- i ron.

The crystal orientation shown in Fig. 10 was

used, and four point bending produced a 15~ larger resolved shear stress
on a (112) than on any {110] plane in the crystal.

The crystals were

scratched using essentially the same technique as that of Stein and Low
except that the direction of scribing was found to be important.

Scribing

in the direction shown in Fig. 10 produced a l arger number of mobile
dislocations than did scribing in the opposite direction.

Erickson's

values of n and T for edge dislocations on the {112](111} slip system
-o
at three temperatures in silicon iron are given in Table II •
...

.·

· t· ~

'. ·...
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TABLE II
Values of n andTo for edge dislocations on JllOf and [112~
planes in Silicon Iron after Stein and LoJ2 and Erickson

T0 {1o9 d~es/cm2 )

n
fll0} 2 9

~K
--

44
38

78
198
233
298
373

35
41

{1121 &)
42
43
34

[110\ 29
3.8
2.3

(112) ro

2.0
1.5

2.48
2.20
1.93

Moon31 has measured dislocation velocities in single crystals and
in individual grains of polycrystalline silicon iron using tensile load
pulses and the scratching and etching technique of Stein and Low.

Small

variations of stress across a grain, due to crystal anisotropy and the
difference in orientstion of neighboring grains, may produce a large
variation. in dislocation velocity in the grain due to the large mobility
exponent.

Slip bands in a polycrystalline speci,men which moved away from

a scratch during a tensile stress pulse are shown in Fig. 11.

The

variation in dislocation displacement across most of the grains was found
to be small.

The ortentation of the grains in which dislocation displace-

ments could be obser~ed was determined (by use o~ a Unitron microgoniometer)
and the nominal resolved shear stress calculated by means of Eq.

7.

Low

and Guard32 have shown that dislocation loops in silicon iron are very
much elongated in the direction of the Burgers vector.

This indicates an

appreciably larger velocity for edge oriented dinlocations than for screw
oriented

dislocation~

at the same stress.

The slip bands seen on the

surface in the polycrystalline grains tested by Moon must be considerably
elongated in the direction of the Burgers vector.

We therefore expect that
- .
. ·..
the rate of growth of all of the slip bands measured was essentially equal
~ ':'::

~
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to the velocity of the screw

co~ponents,

since

non~

of the grains in which

measurements were made had a Burgers vector which intersected the slip
trace at a small angle.

This is also true of the single crystal velocity

measurements shown in Fig. l2.

The velooity of edge dislooationa measured

by Stein and Low is indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 12.

Average

dislocation velocity on {110} planes vs. nominal resolved shear stress in
a number of grains is shown in Fig. 12.

The scatter is considerably

greater than that found in single crystals, and is presumably due to
differences between the nominal and actual resolved shear stress.

The

screw dislocation velocity in single crystals is considerably less than
the edge dislocation velocity at the same stress.

The data for poly-

crystalline specimens can be considerably biased by the selection of the
pulse duration at a particular stress level.

Significant measurements

can be made only in those grains in which the dislocations do not reach
the grain boundaries but move distances at least comparable to the scratch
width.

A relatively long duration pulse will cause loss

~f

data from

grains in which the resolved stress is high since the dislocations in
these grains will reach the grain boundaries.

A relatively short duration

pulse will produce data in only those grains which have a high resolved
stress since these will be the only grains in which the displacements
are 1arge enough to measure.

A re1ative1y short pu1se duration was

chosen for the tests on polycrystalline silicon-iron specimens to obtain
data from the more highly stressed grains.

The data from these grains

therefore lie above the curve for the single crystal specimens, and is
closer to the curve for edge oriented dislocations in silicon-iron.
. • ,· .

•I'" .. ·.•
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It would be of considerable interest to determine the effect of carbon
on the dislocation mobility in silicon-iron.

Since the etching technique

for this material depends upon the presence of a relatively critical

used in such a study.
Schadler33 measured edge dislocation velocities on the {110]<111)
slip system of tungsten by a technique similar to that employed by Stein
and Low.

Crystals oriented as in Fig. 9 were scratched and subjected to

three point bending, and average dislocation velocities from approximately

10-5 to 10-

1

Average values of n and 1oglO .To at .

em/sec were measured.

two temperatures are given in Table III.

TABLE III
Values of nand lo~!~for edge dislocations in ~e
{llOI<lli> slip system of tungsten after Schadler.

D.

T""K

n

log1 o--ro(psi)

77
298

10.5

4.79
4.65

4.8

The HCP and FCC Metals, Zn and Cu
Measurement of dislocation velocities in soft metal crystals is

complicated by the difficulties of obtaining and maintaining a low density
of mobile dislocations in the crystals.

The stress dependence of dislo-

cation velocity is difficult to measure in some soft crystals because the
velocity of the dislocations changes from zero to a relatively high value
at a low resolv,ed shdar stress.

Adams

34

has observed such a discontinuous

behavior of dislocation velocity with stress in the (000l)(i2io) basal

.'

-

. ..

'

'\'"

·. ·..
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slip system of zinc.

One half in. cube specimens of the orientation

shown in Fig. 13a were etched to reveal the dislocation structure on the
two (lOiO) surfaces, pulse loaded, and re-etched.

No motion was observed

below a resolved shear stress of 6 psi, but at stresses in excess of
6 psi slip bands form very rapidly.

The average dislocation velocity

at the break-away stress is approximately 7 em/sec.

Stresses above

12 psi applied for 17 msec drive slip bands entirely across the specimen,
indicating an average velocity (of the leading dislocations) in excess of
70 em/sec.

The velocity of edge dislocations in slip bands on the (1212}

(1213) second order pyramidal slip system in zinc was also measured
using the pulse loading and etching technique.

Basal slip was minimized

in these tests by orienting the compression specimens as shown in Fig. 13b.
The (lOiO) surfaces can be etched to reveal dislocations.
dislocation velocities between 10n

= 9.5

and T

0

=

790 psi.

Blish

35

4

Edge oriented

and 2 em/sec at 300°K obey Eq. 9 with
is currently measuring the mobility of

both edge and screw segments on the (1212} (1213) slip system of zinc using
compression specimens oriented as shown in Fig. 13c.

The compression axis

is [lllO], and the basal system has no resolved shear stress.

Two second

order pyramidal planes, (1212) and (i2i2) are stressed, while the (lOiO)
surfaces and (iOl 24) surfaces (the latter a plane 5° from the basal plane)
are etched.

The (iOl 24) is not normal to (lOiO) so the cross section of

the crystal is a parallelogram.

Edge dislocation intersections are seen

on the (lOiO) surfaces while the dislocations intersecting (iOl 24) are
close to pure screw orientation (it is assumed that the dislocations make

)

a near-normal intersection with the trace of the slip plane at the surface).

-30-

slip system of zinc.

a.J

One half in. cube specimens of the orientation

sho'Wll in Fig. 1~ were etched to reveal the dislocation structure on the
two (10!0) surfaces, pulse loaded, and re-etched.
below a resolved shear atress of

No motion was observed

6 psi, but at stresses in excess of

6 psi slip bands form very rapidly.

The average dislocation velocity

at the break-away stress is approximately 7 em/sec.

Stresses above

12 psi applied for 17 msec drive slip bands entirely across .the specimen,
indicating an average velocity (of the leading dislocations) in excess of
70 em/sec.

The velocity of edge dislocations in slip bands on the fl212](1~3)

second order pyramidal slip system in zinc was also measured using the·
pulse loading and etching technique.

Basal slip was minimized in these

tests by orienting . the compression specimens as shown in Fig. 13b.
(lOIO) surfaces can be etched to reveal dislocations.

The

Edge oriented

dislocation velocities between 10 -4 and 2 emI sec at 300o K obey Eq. 9 with
n

= 9.5

and

! 0 = 790

psi.

Blish35 is currently measuring the mobility of

both edge and screw segments on the fl212](1213) slip system of zinc using
compression specimens oriented as sho'Wll in Fig. 13c.

The compression axis

is [1210], and the basal system has no resolved shear stress.

Two second

order pyramidal planes, (1212) and (I2l2) are stressed, while the (1010)
surfaces and (iOl 24) surfaces (the latter' a plane 5° from the basal plane)
are etched.

The (101 24) is not normal to (lOlO) so the cross section of

the crystal is a parallelogram. . Edge dislocation intersections are seen
on the (1010) surfaces while the dislocations intersecting (iOl 24) are
close to pure screw orientation (it is assumed that the dislocations make
'
.
a near-normal intersection with the trace of the slip plane .at the surface) . ..

.

•

-
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Slip bands which ~ormed in a short duration pulse on both (lOIO) and
(IOl 24) sur~aces are shown in Fig. 14.
~om

the sub-boundaries.

The length

Many o~ the slip bands start

o~

the slip bands on both

sur~aces

ia abau.t the aa.me 1 ao edge and sorew oom;ponenta travel at abau.t the aam.e

velocity.
sur~aces

~,

Attempts to produce mobile, fresh dislocations on (lOIO)
o~

zinc by various kinds

o~ sur~ace

damage have not been success-

and in each test the mobile dislocations originate at the sub-

boundaries or at other grown-in

de~ects,

rather than at the

sur~ace

damage.
Pope

36 has applied the Berg-Barrett technique to reveal basal dislo-

cations which lie within several microns
zinc.
acid

o~

a ·(OOOl) basal

sur~ace

in

Crystals .in the ~orm o~ [ooo1] axis cylinders are prepared by
mac~ining

with a relatively low dislocation density.

The crystals

contain a substructure which consists primarily

o~

tilt boundaries, and

the Berg-Barrett plates show a very low density

o~

basal dislocations

within the sub-grains, less than 1 em o~ dislocation per c~ o~ plate (due
in part to the small penetrat ion depth
o~

o~

the X-rays).

The (0001)

sur~ace

a crystal was intentionally damaged by thermal shock (touching it with

a hot teflon rod wet with oil) and a Berg-Barrett photograph o~ the (1013)
reflection from' the

sur~ace

was made.

Several sub-boundaries and basal

dislocations resulting from the thermal shock may be seen on the enlarged
print, Fig. 15a.

The (0001) surface of the crystal was then subjected to

a torsion pulse generated by the system described in section III.

The

torsion stress wave passes from a monel rod, through a glue bond into the
crystal (monel is used to match the thermal coefficient of expansion in
the basal plane of the crystal).
I

The glue bond is then . remqved with a

J
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suitable solvent, and a second Berg-Barrett photograph taken of the
(0001) surface.

Dislocation motion away from the thermal damage was

noted, and the substructure was observed to break-up, emitting a large
number of dislocations, Fig. 15b.

Break-up of a sub-boundary has also

been observed by etching of the cylindrical surface of a specimen which
was subjected to a torsional stress pulse, Fig. 16 (etching reveals
dislocation intersections on surfaces ±5° to the (lOiO}, so six areas
around the cylindrical surface are etched).
Quantitative measurements of dislocation mobility in copper are
being made by Greenman

37

using the torsion pulse technique.

on the (100} surfaces are revealed by etching.

Dislocations

Cylinders of approximately

1/2 in. diameter with a [100] axis, and four (100} flats approximately
2-3 mm wide, are cemented to a polycrystalline copper cylinder which in
turn is cemented to a steel rod of the torsion pulsing machine (the
polycrystalline copper is provided to minimize thermal stressing of the
single crystal test specimen).

The specimen is scratched prior to the

stress pulse test, etched after scratching, and etched again immediately
after stressing.

Plastic replicas of the etched surfaces are made,

and compared using a "blink" microscope

38

especially designed for the

critical comparison of replicas (or X-ray photographs).

Dislocation

displacements are measured using a filar eyepiece in the microscope.
Naked edge-screw dislocations are subjected to the maximum resolved shear
stress (assuming that the dislocations make a near-normal intersection
with the slip trace on the surface.

Photomicrographs of a scratched

and etched surface, before and after application of a stress pulse are
shown in Fig. 17.

The results of a number of displacement measurements

on a copper crystal are shown in Fig. 18.

The average displacement is
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plotted, the bars showing the s t andard deviation and the numerals indicating
the number of individual measurements represented by each point.

The

abscissa of Fig. 18 may be converted to a "time at stress" axis using the
known shear wave velocity (the pulse duration at any point in the
specimen is just the time for the stress wave t o travel from that po i nt
to the free end, and return) .

The linearity of the dislocation displacement

vs. time at stress is apparent.

The veloc i ty data for copper at room

temperature shows the mobility exponent to be relatively low (on the
order of one), and velocities to be relatively high at low stresses
(10

3

em/sec at about 150 gm/mm2) .
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V.

Indirect vs. Direct Measurements of Dislocation Velocity
A number of investigators have attempted. to deduce the stress dependence

of' dislocation velocity from macroscopic meafmrements alone.
employed

teohn~que•

involve

dat•~!nat1on

of th-

str~in

Two commonly

rate aenaitivity of

the flow stress, 39 and determination of the rate of stress-relaxation at
constant total strain.

40

Interpretation of these experiments to deduce the

stress dependence of the dislocation velocity requires a knowledge of the
stress dependence of the moving dislocation density)Pm' since the plastic
strain rate is proportional to the product of the two "microscopic" variables,
....f'm and v.
The indirect methods of deducing the mobility exponent in Eq. 9 have
been applied to the following materials in which direct mobility measurements.
have been made:

iron-3.25% silicon single crystals and polycrystals, and

single crystals of LiF, tungsten, zinc, and copper.

Johnston and Stein41

f'ind agreement between n obtained by direct measurement of the stressvelocity relationship and the mobility exponent inferred from the strain
rate sensitivity at low strains in silicon-iron and LiF, when the stress
39
.
40
dependence ofJOm is ignored. Guard
and Noble and Hull
found that the

-

indirectly determined n in silicon-iron,

assuming~

_m

= constant,

was

larger than then determined by Stein and Low, 29 even at low values of
Schadler33 found a similar result for tungsten and concluded that
34
the stress dependence o:tam cannot be ignored. Adams
found that the
strain.

stress dependence

_m was more important than the stress dependence of'
dislocation velocity in Zn. The directly determined mobility exponent in
3
high purity copper crystals is of' the order of unity, 7 while values between
of~

•
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100 and 200 have been found in indirect measurements

42

(when the stress

dependence of p is ignored).
m
It is apparent that the stress dependence of p cannot be ignored in
m
crystals with a relatively high density of mobile dislocations.

This

condition is found at very low strains in the soft crystals such as Zn
and Cu, and at higher strains in relatively harder LiF and silicon iron.
43
Bell and Bonfield
inferred a mobility exponent of approximately 7
from the strain rate sensitivity of Ge in the ideal eazy glide region where
the total dislocation density remains constant.

A comparison of this

mobility exponent with the mobility exponent of approximately 1.5
observed in the direct measurements of Chaudhuri et. al.

24

in Ge

indicates that the stress dependence of p may be important even under
m
conditions where the total dislocation density pt is constant.
The differences between the direct and indirect observations of the
stress dependence of dislocation velocity may also be attributed to the
effect of dislocation interactions.

Relatively low dislocation densities

are the rule in the direct observations while the indirect observations
are made at total strain levels which are generally large compared to
the elastic strains, so that pt is larger in the indirect tests.
Additional experimental work involving measurements of both the macroscopic
parameters of stra i n, stress, and time, and the microscopic parameters
p , p , and v is
m

t

n~eded

before these questions o f the stress dependence

of dislocation velocity can be resolved.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1.

2.

(a)

Magnetic pulsing machine with a pulsed coil in a magnetic gap
16
loading a four point bending fixture (after Johnston and Gilman ).

(b)

Stress pulse shape obtained from the magnetic pulsing machine .

(a)

Impact system in which a co gun fires a 1/16 in. diameter bal l2
bearing through baffle plates to strike a bar assembly which :t.s
supported as a ballistic pendulum (after Johnston and Gilmanl 0 ).

(b)

The main stress pulse and a smaller reflected pulse indicated by
the barium titanate transducer in the bar assembly.

3.

A torsion stress pulse of 1000 psi indicated by silicon piezoresistance
strain gages located 6.4 in. from the free end of a 1/2 in. diameter
titanium rod (0.0) 0 in. gage length mounted at 45° to rod axis). ~~e
upper trace indicates that only a single streBs pulse is obtained, and
the lower trace shows the pulse shape on an expanded time scale (after
Pope, et. al.l9).

4.

(a)

Stress pulses in a steel specimen produced by detonation waves
as measured by a strain gage 0.3 em long mounted axially (after
Carlsson and Gilman20).

(b)

Expected output for a square stress pulse of 0.5 em length
showing the effect of the 0.3 em strain gage length.

5.

Schematic drawing of two dislocation loops that intersect the surf.1ce
of a cleaved cryst al of LiF, screw components emerge at points S a~ d
edge components emerge at points E (after Johnston and Gilmanl6).

6.

Log-log plot of dislocation velocity vs. resolve~ shear stress in a n
as-grown LiF crystal (after Johnston and Gilmanl6).
Log of screw dislocation velocity vs. the reciprocal of the resolvcd
3
shear stress in NaCl of two different purities, NaCl-I contained 1 0 - ~ ~~
2
and NaCl-III contained on t he order of 10- ~ Ca (after Gutmanas et. al. ).
The dashed line represents the behavior of screw dislocations in Li F
from the data of Fig. 6.

8.

26
Typical shapes and movements of half-loops in 3ermanium (after Kab l er ).
The behavior of di slocations with the two possible Burgers vectors, at
high and low applied stress, is indicated.
~
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2
Orientation of the silicon-iron crystals used by Stein and Low 9 ~ o
study the mobility of edge oriented dislocations on the (110}<111~
system. The crys tals were scratched on the top (112) face, and b 0nt
about an axis wh:!. ch lies in a (112) plane and is normal to the lo:: g
edge.
~o.

0~18ntat1on ~~ th~ hi~1Qon-1ron oryetale unea by Er1ekeon30 to etu~y
the mobility of edge dislocations on the fll2}(111) system. The
crystals were scratched on the top (110) face in the direction
indicated, and bent about an axis which lies in a (110) plane and is
normal to the long edge.

•

11.

Slip band growth in a polycrystalline silicon-iron specimen scratched
with a diamond stylus (after Moon31). Tensile stress pulse, 4.09 x 109
dyne/emF, 17 msec duration.

12.

Screw dislocation velocity vs. resolved shear stress on {110]<111/ in
single and polyc17stalline silicon-iron specimens at room temperature
(after Moon31). The dashed line is for edge dislocations in singl e
crystals (after Stein and Low29).

13.

14.

33 34
Orientation of compression specimens of zinc. '
Load is applied
to the top and bottom surfaces of the crystals. (a) Oriented for
basal (0001)(1210) slip. (b) Oriented for simultaneous slip on t he
six fl212l(l213) second order pyramidal slip systems. (c) Oriented
for slip on two planes of the {12121<1213) system.
Slip bands on the {12121 <1213) system of zinc which formed during a
stress pulse, 42 5 psi, 17 msec duration, [1210] compression axis i s
vertical. (a) (1010) surface, edge components. (b) (101 24)
surface, screw components,
Berg-Barrett photographs of the (10l3) reflection from a (0001) surface
of zinc, Cobalt K~ radiation. (a) Sub-boundaries and thermal stock
damage. (b) Same area after a torsional stress pulse was applied
to the (0001) surface.

16.

Substructure break-up produced by a torsional stress pulse revealP.d
on an etched (1010) surface of zinc. (a) Before stress pulse te J t.
(b) He-etched e...f'ter the application of a str ess pulse.

17.

A

18.

Dislocation displacement vs. distance from the free end of a copJ e r
crystal, «J: = 108 g / J .

scratched and •: ?tched ( 010) sur :face o:f a copper crystal 13. 5 mm :from
the :free end. (a) Before stress pulse test . (b) He-etched aft er
the application of a stress pulse, T' = 108 g/mm2 •
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